Our primary handgun instructor school, students in this course are taught adult learning & instructional methods, how to effectively teach “Law Enforcement” specific handgun handling and marksmanship skills with both the semi auto pistol.

develop dynamic and practical range training relevant to their agency’s needs with students being required to make a classroom presentation at the end of the week. Training on the range will focus on developing skills, in the areas of coaching, accurate shot placement, multiple threats, decision-making, shooting while moving, threat identification, shooting in reduced light, tactical use of cover & concealment, concealed & off-duty carry, one-handed malfunction clearing and other incapacitation firearm manipulation techniques. Shotgun range training exercises include firing from cover, shooting from standing, kneeling and prone positions, malfunction clearing, shooting while moving, and handgun transitioning.

PREREQUISITE: Peace Officers, Military.

Instructed by: Commissioned Police Officers and certified Firearms Instructors.

Each student will receive 50 hours of Continuing Education and a certificate for training.

** The cost of the Course is $400.00 **

- Each student will need the following: Hearing protection, Wrap around eye protection, Billed cap, Semi-automatic pistol with three magazines, Duty belt, flashlight, magazine holder, speed Appropriate holster for the semi-automatic pistol, 600 rounds for semi-automatic pistol Ammunition
- 12-gauge police shotgun with ammunition (50 rounds birdshot, 25 rounds 00 buck and 10 rounds of rifled slug)
- Durable clothes for outdoor range activities including foul weather
- Gun cleaning supplies appropriate for their weapons
If you wish to take advantage of this opportunity for Tactical Pistol, please call (405) 637-8485 or E-mail Tactical.Training.Specialist@gmail.com for registration and information. We would like to bring this class to your city and train you in your environment. We require a Ten-person minimum to train in your area. We accept credit cards and Purchase orders.

**PROMOTING EXCELLENCE IN TRAINING**  
**Member of the National Tactical Officers Association**

Any print advertisement of this class must display this disclaimer: “This class has been cataloged by the Council on Law Enforcement Education and Training for 50 hours of mandatory continuing education credit. Regarding any law enforcement concepts, practices, methods, techniques, products, or devices as might be taught, promoted, or otherwise espoused in outside schools or seminars, there is no intent, expressed or implied, that listing the course in the CLEET Course Catalog indicates or in any way conveys ‘CLEET approval’ of such concepts, practices, methods, techniques, products, or devices, unless such approval is explicitly stated by CLEET.”